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1 The WALRAS Project

This work arose from the observation that real-world, large-scale operations
planning-as in military transportation scheduling-is highly decentralized,
and the conviction that automated decision-support systems serving such
tasks should reflect the distributed nature of the problem. Tackling such
problems from the "headqtiarters perspective" can often be misleading, and
at worst, the failure to reflect realities in informational and authority struc-
ture can produce results that are useless in managing the actual operation
as it unfolds.

Taking the decentralized view seriously, the focus on coordination mech-
anisms follows naturally. Market price schemes are one obvious alternative,
which bring the notable advantages of (1) demonstrated ability to achieve
useful results in real-world decentralized decision making, (2) extensive the-
oretical development and analytical machinery, and (3) known limitations.
Moreover, the use of economic transactions provides a link between internal
coordination of computational modides and coordination with agents exter-
nal to the computer (i.e., real-world organizations). Market mechanisms have
been studied somewhat in the computational realm, but investigations of this
sort have been limited to date.

The WALRAS project was initiated in July 1991 in order to systematically
study the potential of market mechanisms in a computational environment
for decentralized decision-making. The project was conceived as a domain-
independent framework, but initial explorations were focused for concreteness
on transportation planning, the problem initially motivating the work.

The resulting system is a prototype environment for what I call "market-
oriented programming." It has been tested on some simplified transportation
planning, and ongoing work (by the author and Jon Doyle) is exploring both
more elaborate models and totally different problem domains. The initial
results, described in the following report, indicate a system that can sup-
port development of decentralized resource allocation systems, which pro-
duce optimal results under certain idealized conditions. Although this line
of research is still in fairly early stages, the experience to date suggests that
market-based approaches provide a promising direction for development of
decentralized decision-support systems in the future.
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2 Distributed Resource Allocation

In a distributed or multiagent planning system, the plan for the system as a
whole is a composite of plans produced by its constituent agents. Planning
might be distributed because agents are separated geographically, have differ-
ent information, possess distinct capabilities or authority, or were designed
and implemented separately. In any case, because each agent has limited
competence and awareness of the decisions produced by others, some sort of
coordination is required to maximize the performance of the overall system.
However, central control or extensive communication is deemed infeasible, as
it violates whatever constraints dictated distribution of the planning task in
the first place.

The task facing the desiigner of a distributed planning system is to define
a computationally efficient coordination mechanism and its realization for a
given configuration of agents (in some cases the configuration itself is a de-
sign parameter). By the term agent, I refer to a module that acts within the
mechanism according to its own knowledge and interests. The capabilities
of the agents and their oirganization in an overall decision-making structure
determine the behavior of the system as a whole. Because it concerns the
collective behavior of self-interested decision makers, the design of this de-
centralized structure is fundamentally an exercise in economics. The problem
of dcveloping architectures for distributed planning is largely one of mecha-
nism design [1, 2], and many ideas and results from economics are directly
applicable. In particular, the class of mechanisms based on price systems and
competition has been deeply investigated by economists, who have character-
ized the conditions for its efficiency and compatibility with other features of
the economy. When applicable, the competitive mechanism achieves coordi-
nation with minimal communication requirements (in a precise sense related
to the dimensionality of messages transmitted among agents [2]).

The theory of general equilibrium [31 provides the foundation for a general
approach to the construction of distributed planning systems based on price
mechanisms. In this approach, we regard the constituent planning agents
as consumers and producers in an artificial economy, and define their indi-
vidual activities in terms of production and consumption of commodities.
Interactions among agents are cast as exchanges, the terms of which are me-
diated by the underlying economic mechanism, or protocol. By specifying
the universe of commodities, the configuration of agents, and the interaction
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protocol, we can achieve a variety of interesting and often effective decentral-
ized hehaviors. Furthermore, we can apply economic theory to the analysis
of alternative architectures, and thus exploit a wealth of existing knowledge
in the design of distributed planners.

In the following, I describe this general approach and a programming en-
vironment based on it. An example problem in distributed transportation
planning demonstrates the feasibility of decentralizing a problem with non-
trivial interactions, and the applicability of economic principles to collective
problem solving.
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3 Example: Multicommodity Flow

In a simple version of the multicommodity flow problem, the task is to al-
locate a given set of cargo movements over a given transportation network.
The transportation network is a collection of locations, with links (directed
edges) identifying feasible transportation operations. Associated with each
link is a specification of the cost of moving cargo along it. Suppose fur-
ther that the cargo is homogeneous, and amounts of cargo are arbitrarily
divisible. A movement requirement associates an amount of cargo with an
origin-destination pair. The planning problem is to determine the amount to
transport on each link in order to move all the cargo at the minimum cost.'

A distributed version of the problem would decentralize the responsibil-
ity for transporting separate cargo elements. For example, planning modules
corresponding to geographically or organizationally disparate units might
arrange the transportation for cargo within their respective spheres of au-
thority. Or decision-making activity might be decomposed along hierarchical

vels of abstraction, gross functional characteristics, or according to any
other relevant distinction. This decentralization might result from real dis-
tribution of authority within a human organization, from inherent informa-
tional asymmetries and communication barriers, or from modularity imposed
to facilitate software engineering.

Consider, for example, the abstract transportation network of Figure 1,
taken from Harker [41.2 There are four locations, with directed links as shown.
Consider two movement requirements. The first is to transport cargo from
location 1 to location 4, and the second in the reverse direction. Suppose we
wish to decentralize auihi;,s so tha, Sela~at, agents k-aPzd shippers) -i'ide

how to allocate the cargo for each movement. The first shipper decides how to
split its cargo units between the paths 1 -+ 2 -- 4 and 1 -+ 2 -- 3 -- 4, while

'This simplification ignores salient aspects of real transportation planning. For in-
stance, this model is cormipletely atem.-oral, and is hence more suitable for planning steady-
state flows than for planning dynamic movements.

2 Models of this sort are employed in transportation analysis to predict cargo move-
ments and hence characterize the effect of variations in transportation infrastructure or
policy. Their intent is descriptive, as the agents are private individuals or firms outside
the policymaker's control. Although the overall role of a planning system is to prescribe
behavior, the designer of a distributed architecture also requires a descriptive model of
modules behavior to characterize the effect of alternative configurations and coordination
mechanisms.
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the second figures the split between paths 4 -- 2 --+ 1 and 4 --* 2 -+ 3 -* 1.
Note that the latter paths for each shipper share a common resource: the
link 2 -+ 3. J2

Figure 1: A simple network (from Harker 141).

Because of their overlapping resource demands, the shippers' decisions
appear to be necessarily intertwined. In a congested network, for example,
the cost for transporting a unit of cargo over a link is increasing in the overall
usage of the link. A shipper planning its cargo movements as if it were the
only user on a network would thus underestimate its costs and potentiaily
misallocate transportation resources.

For the analysis of networks such as this, transportation researchers have
developed equilibrium 'oncepts describing the collective behavior of the ship-
pers. In a system equilibrium, the overall transportation of cargo proceeds
as if there were an omniscient central planner directing the movement of
each shipment so as to minimize the total aggregate cost of meeting the re-
quirements. In a user equilibrium, the overall ailocatioii of cargo movements
minimizes each shipper's total cost, with shippers sharing proportionately
the cost of shared resources. There are also some intermediate possibili-
ties, corresponding to game-theoretic equilibrium concepts such as the Nash
equilibrium, where each shipper behaves optimally given the transportation
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policies of the rem?' alg shippers [5].3
From our perspective as designer of the distributed planner, we seek a

decentrali7ation mechanism that will reach the system equilibrium, or come
as clo-e as possible given the distributed decision-making structure. In gen-
er , however, we cannot expect to derive a system equilibrium or globally
optimal solution without central control. Limits on coordination and com-
munication may prevent the distributed resource allocation from exploiting
all opportunities and inhibiting agents from acting at cross purposes. But
under certain conditions decision making can indeed be decentralized effec-
tively via market mechanisms. General-equilibrium analysis can help us to
recognize and take advantage of these opportunities.

'The Nash equilibrium converges to the user equilibrium as the number of shippers
increases and the 4ffect of any individual's behavior on prices diminishes [6].
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4 WALRAS: A Market-Oriented Program-
ming Environment

To explore the use of market mechanisms for the coordination of distributed
planning modules, I have developed a prototype environment for specifying
and simulating computational markets. The system, called WALRAS, 4 pro-
vides basic mechanisms implementing various sorts of agents, auctions, and
bidding protocols. To specify a computational economy, one defines a set
of goods and instantiates a collection of agents that produce or consume
those goods. The simulation engine of %VALRAS then "runs" these agents to
determine an equilibrium allocation of goods and activities in the economy.

4.1 Market Configuration and Equilibrium

Agents fall in two general classes. Consumers can buy, sell, and consume
goods, and their preferences for consuming various combinations of goods
are specified by their utility function. Producers can trailsform some sorts
of goods into some others, according to their technology or production func-
tion. Each type of agent may start with an initial allocation of some goods,
termed their endowment. The objective of a consumer is to maximize its
utility, subject to the constraint (the budget constraint) that the cost of its
consumption bundle does not exceed the value of its endowment at the going
prices. The objective of a producer is to maximize profits given the going
price of its output good and the inputs required for its production (the factor
goods).

WAIRAS associates an auction with each distinct good. Agents act in the
market by submitting bids to auctions. The form of a bid is determined by
the auction protocol. In a price mechanism, bids specify a correspondence
between prices and quantities of the good that the agent offers to demand or
supply. The auction derives a market-clearing price, at which the quantity
demanded balances that supplied, within some prespecified tolerance. When
the current price is clearing with respect to the current bids, we say the
market for that commodity is in equilibrium.

4Named for the 19th-century French economist LUon Wairas, who was the first to
envision a system of interconnected markets in price equilibrium.
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An agent acts competitively when it takes prices as given, neglecting any
impact of its own behavior on the market-clearing price. Perfect competition
reflects individual rationality when there are numerous agents, each small
with respect to the entire economy. However, when an individual agent is
large enough to affect prices significantly (i.e., possesses market power), it
forfeits utility or profits by faniling to take this into account.

Under the assumption of perfect competition, each agent's constrained
optimization problem is parameterized by the prices of goods. We say that
an agent is in equilibrium if its set of outstanding bids corresponds to the
solution of its optimization problem at the going prices. If all the agents
and commodity markets are in equilibrium, the allocation of goods dictated
by the auction results is a competitive equilibrium. From the perspective of
mechanism design, competitive equilibria possess several desirable properties,
in particular, the two fundamental welfare theorems of general equilibrium
theory: (1) all competitive equilibria are Pareto optimal (no agent can do
better without some other doing worse), and (2) any Pareto optimum is a
competitive equilibrium for some initial endowment. These properties seem
to offer exactly what we need: a bound on the quality of the solution, plus
the prospect that we ,=an achieve the most desired behavior by carefully
engineering the configuration of the computational market. Moreover, in
equilibrium, the prices reflect exactly the information required for distributed
agents to optimally evaluate perturbations in their behavior without resorting
to communication or reconsideration of their full set of possibilities.

4.2 Computing Competitive Equilibria

Under certain "classical" assumptions (essentially continuity, monotonicity,
and convexity of preferences and technologies; see, e.g., Varian [71), compet-
itive equilibria exist, and are unique given some further :estrictions. They
are also computable, and algorithms based on fixed-point methods 18] and
optimization (variational inequality) techniques have been developed. Both
sorts of algorithms in effect solve the simultaneous equilibrium equations
by convergent iteration. However, by employing the equilibrium equations,
these techniques violate the decentralization considerations underlying our
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distributed planning application.5 For example, the constraint that profits
be zero is a consequence of competitive behavior and constant-returns tech-
nology. Since information about the form of the technology and bidding
policy if considered private to producer agents, it would not be permissible
to embed the zero-profit condition into the equilibrium derivation procedure,
as is sometimes done in computable general-equilibrium models. Similarly,
explicitly examining the joint commodity space in the search for equilibrium
undercuts our original motive for decomposing complex activities into con-
sumption and production of separate goods.

WALRAS's procedure is a de,-.ntralized relaxation method, akin to the
mechanism of tatonnement originally sketched by LUon Walra. to explain how
prices might. be derived. A tatonnement method iteratively adjusts prices up
or down as there is an excess of demand or supply, respectively (e.g., in
proportion to the excess). The method employed by WALRAS successively
computes an equilibrium price in each separate market, in a manner detailed
below.8 Like tatonnement, it involves an iterative adjustment of prices based
on reactions of the agents in the market. However, it differs from traditional
tatonnement procedures in that (1) agents submit supply and demand curves
rather than single quantities for a particular price, and (2) the auction adjusts
individual prices to clear, rather than the entire price vector by some function
of summary statistics such as excess demand.

Figure 2 presents a schematic view of the WALRAS bidding process. There
is an auction for each distinct good, and for each agent, a link to all auctions
in which it has an interest. There is also a "tote board" of current prices,
kept up-to-date by the various auctions.

Each agent maintains an agenda of bid tasks, specifying the markets in
which it must update its bid or compute a new one. In Figure 2, agent A,
has pending tasks to submit bids to auctions G1, G7 , and G4. The bid for
a particular good corresponds to one dimension of the agent's solution to its
constrained optimization problem, which is parameterized by the prices for

'These methods are typically applied to the analysis of existing decentralized structures,
such as transportation industries or even entire economies [9). Because our purpose is to
implement a distributed system, we must obey computational distributivity constraints
not relevant to the usual purposes of applied general-equilibrium analysis.

'This general approach is called "progressive equilibration" by Dafermos and Nagur-
ney [10]. WALRAS performs progressive equilibration in their sense, but adopts a different
model of market structure in general, and transportation networks in particular.

9



tote boad p I

Al A2 ... Ai ... Am --
[Task Agenda

Figure 2: WALRAS's bidding process. Gi denotes the auction for the ith
good, and Ai the ith trading agent.

all relevant goods. Acting as a perfect competitor, a WALRAS agent bids for
a good under the assumption that prices for the remaining goods are fixed
at their current values. The bid itself is a schedule of quantities and prices
(encoded in any of a variety of formats) specifying the amount of the good
demanded or supplied as its own price varies.

As new bids are received at auction, the previously computed clearing
price becomes obsolete. Periodically, each auction computes a new clearing
price (if any new or updated bids have been received) and posts it on the tote
board. When a price is updated, this may invalidate some of an agent's out-
standing bids, since these were computed under the assumption that prices
for remaining goods were fixed. On finding out about a price change, an
agent augments its task agenda to include the potentially affected bids.

At all times, WALRAS maintains a vector of going prices and quantities
that would be exchanged at those prices. While the agents have nonempty bid
agendas or the auctions new bids, some or all goods may be in disequilibrium.
When all auctions clear and all agendas are exhausted, however, the economy
is in competitive equilibrium (up to some numeric tolerance). This process is
highly distributed, in that each agent need communicate directly only with
the auctions for the goods of interest (those in the domain of its utility or
production function, or for which it has nonzero endowments). Each of these
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interactions concerns only a single good; auctions never coordinate with each
other. Agents need not negotiate directly with other agents, nor even know
of each other's existence.

It is well known that tatonnement processes may not converge to equilib-
rium (but convergent results are indeed competitive equilibria) [8]. The class
of economies in which tatonnement works are those with so-called stable
equilibria: those without complementarities in preferences or technologies,
where gross substitutability holds (11]. Using a recent result of Milgrom and
Roberts [12, Theorem 12], it can be shown that WALRAS's adjustment pro-
cess also converges under gross substitutability. The key observation is that
in progressive equilibration (synchronous or not) the price at each time is
based on some set of previous supply and demand bids.

Eydeland and Nagurney have analyzed in detail the convergence pattern
of progressive equilibration algorithms similar to WALRAS for particular spe-
cial cases [131.

4.3 Market-Oriented Programming

As described above, WALRAS provides facilities for specifying market con-
figurations and computing their competitive equilibrium. We can also view
WALRAS as a programming environment for decentralized resource allocation
procedures. The environment provides constructs for specifying various sorts
of agents and defining their interactions via their relations to common com-
modities. After setting up the initial configuration, the market can be run
to determine the equilibrium level of activities and distribution of resources
throughout the economy.

To cast a distributed planning problem as a market, one needs to identify
(1) the goods traded, (2) the agents trading, and (3) the agents' bidding
behavior. Finally, it might be advantageous to adjust some general param-
eters of the bidding protocol. These design steps are serially dependent, as
the definition of what constitutes an exchangeable or producible commodity
severely restricts the type of agents that it makes sense to include. Below, I
illustrate the design task with a WALRAS formulation of the transportation
example.
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4.4 Implementation

WALRAS is implemented in Common Lisp and the Common Lisp Object Sys-
tem (CLOS). The current version provides basic infrastructure for running
computational economies, including the underlying bidding protocol and a
library of CLOS classes implementing a variety of agent types. The object-
oriented implementation supports incremental development of market con-
figurations. In particular, new types of agents can often be defined as slight
variations on existing types, for example by modifying isolated features of
the demand policy or bid format.

Although it models a distributed system, WALRAS runs serially on a sin-
gle processor. Distribution constraints on information and communication
are enforced by programming and specification conventions rather than by
fundamental mechanisms of the software environment. Asynchrony is sim-
ulated by randomizing the bidding sequences so that agents are called on
unpredictably. Indeed, artificial synchronization can lead to an undesirable
oscillation in the clearing prices, as agents collectively overcompensate for
imbalances in the preceding iteration.7

The current experimental system runs transportation models of the sort
described in the next section, as well as some abstract exchange and pro-
duction economies with parameterized utility and production functions (in-
cluding the expository examples of Scarf [81 and Shoven and Whalley [9)).
Customized tuning of the basic bidding protocol has not been necessary. In
the process of getting WALRAS to run on these examples, I have produced
some substantial intermediate object structure, but much more is required to

fill out a comprehensive taxonomy of agents, bidding strategies, and auction
policies.

"'In some formal dynamic models (14, 15], homogeneous agents choose instantaneously
optimal policies without accounting for others that are simultaneously making the same
choice, detracting from its value. Oscillation occurs as the result of delayed feedback about
the others' decisions. I have also observed this phenomenon empirically in a synchronized
version of WALRAS. By eliminating the synchronization, agents tend to work on different
markets at any one time, and hence do not suffer as much from this time delay.
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5 WALRAS Transportation Market

In this section, I present a series of three transportation market structures
implemented in WALRAS. The first and simplest model comprises the ba-
sic transportation goods and shipper agents, which are augmented in the
succeeding models to include other agent types. Comparative analysis of
the three market structures reveals the qualitatively distinct economic and
computational behaviors realized by alternate WALRAS configurations.

5.1 Basic Shipper Model

The resource of primary interest in the multicommodity flow problem is
movement of cargo. Because the value and cost of a cargo movement de-
pends on location, we designate as a distinct good capacity on each origin-
destination pair in the network (see Figure 1). To capture the cost or input
required to move cargo, we define another good denoting generic transporta-
tion resources. In a more concrete model, these might consist of vehicles,
fuel, labor, or other factors contributing to transportation.

To decentralize the decision making, we identify each movement require-
ment with a distinct shipper agent. These shippers, or consumers, have an
interest in moving various units of cargo between specified origins and desti-
nations.

The interconnectedness of agents and goods defines the market configura-
tion. Figure 3 depicts the WALRAS configuration for the basic shipper model
corresponding to the example network of Figure 1. In this model there are
two shippers, S1,4 and S4,1, where Sij denotes a shipper with a requirement
to move goods from origin i to destination j. Shippers connect to goods
that might serve their objectives: in this case, movement along links that
belong to some simple path from the shipper's origin to its destination. In
the diagram, Gij denotes the good representing an amount of cargo moved
over the link i --+ j. Go denotes the special transportation resource good.
Notice that the only goods of interest to both shippers are Go, for which
they both have endowments, and G2,3 , transportation on the link serving
both origin-destination pairs.

The model we employ for transportation costs is based on a network
with congestion, thus exhibiting diseconomies of scale. In other words, the
marginal and average costs (in terms of transportation resources required)

13



Figure 3: WALRAS basic shipper market configuration for the example trans-
portation network.

are both increasing in the level of service on a link. Using Harker's data,
costs are quadratic.8 Let cj(z) denote the cost in transportation resources
(good Go) required to transport x units of cargo on the link from i to j. The
complete cost functions are:

cI, 2(x) = = c2,4(X) = C4,2(x) = X2 + 20x,

c3,1(x) = C2,3(x) = c3,4(X) = 2x2 + 5X.

Finally, each shipper's objective is to transport 10 units of cargo from its
origin to its destination.

In the basic shipper model, we assume that the shippers pay proportion-

ately (in units of Go) for the total cost on each link. This amounts to a policy
of average cost pricing.

We take the shipper's objective to be to ship as much as possible (up
to its movement requirement) in the least costly manner. Given a network
with prices on each link, the cheapest cargo movement corresponds to the

SThe quadratic cost model is posed simply for concreteness, and does not represent any
substantive claim about transportation networks. The important qualitative feature of this
model is that it exhibits decreasing returns, a defining characteristic of congested networks.
Note also that Harker's model is in terms of monetary costs, whereas we introduce an
abstract input good.
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shortest path in the graph, where distances are equated with prices. Thus,
for a given link, a shipper would prefer to ship its entire quota on the link
if it is on the shortest path, a•id zero otherwise. In the case of ties, it is
indifferent among the possible allocations. To bid on link i,j, the shipper
can derive the threshold price that determines whether it is on a shortest
path by taking the difference in shortest-path distance between the networks
where link ij's distance is set to zero and infinity, respectively.

In incrementally changing its bids, the shipper should also consider its
outstanding bids and the current prices. The value of reserving capacity on a
particular link is zero if it cannot get service on the other links on the path.
Similarly, if it is already committed to shipping cargo on a parallel path,
it does not gain by obtaining more capacity (even at a lower price) until it
withdraws these other bids.9 Therefore, the actual demand policy of a shipper
is to spend its uncommitted income on the potential flow increase (derived
from maximum-flow calculations) it could obtain by purchasing capacity on
the given link. It is willing to spend up to the threshold value of the link,
as described above. This determines one point on its demand curve. If it
has some unsatisfied requirement and uncommitted income it also indicates
a willingness to pay a lower price for a smaller amount of capacity. Boundary
points such as this serve to bootstrap the economy; from the initial conditions
it is typically the case that no individual link contributes to overall flow
between the shipper's origin and destination. Finally, the demand curve is
completed by an arbitrary smoothing operation on these points.

WALRAS successfully computes the competitive equilibrium for this ex-
ample, which in the case of the basic shipper model corresponds to a user
equilibrium (UE) for the transportation network. In the UE for the ex-
ample network, each shipper sends 2.86 units of cargo over the shared link
2 --- 3, and the remaining cargo over the direct link from location 2 to the

9 Even if a shipper could simultaneously update its bids in all markets, it would not be a
good idea to do so here. A competitive shipper would send all its cargo on the least costly
path, neglecting the possibility that this demand may increase the prices so that it is no
longer cheapest. The outstanding bids provide some sensitivity to this effect, as they are
functions of the own price. But they cannot respond to changes in many prices at once,
and thus the policy of updating all bids simultaneously can lead to perpetual oscillation.
For example, in the network considered here, the unique competitive equilibrium has each
shipper routing portions of its cargo on all available paths. Policies allocating all cargo to
one path can never lead to this result, and hence convergence to competitive equilibrium
depends on the incrementality of bidding behavior.
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destination. This allocation is inefficient, as its total cost is 1143 resource
units, which is somewhat greater than the global minimum-cost solution of
1136 units. In economic terms, the cause of the inefficiency is an externality
with respect to usage of the shared link. Because the shippers are effec-
tively charged average cost-which in the case of decreasing returns is below
marginal cost-the price they face does not reflect the full incremental social
cost of additional usage of the resource. In effect, incremental usage of the
resourrp by one agent is subsidized by the other. The steeper the decreasing
returns, the more the agents have an incentive to overutilize the resource.10

The classical remedy to such problems is to internalize the externality by
allocating ownership of the shared resource to some decision maker who has
the proper incentives to use it efficiently. We can implement such a solution
in WALRAS by augmenting the market structure with another type of agent.

5.2 Carrier Agents
We c::'.:nd the bask shipper model by introducing carriers, agents of type
producer who have the capability to transport cargo units over specified links,
given varying amounts of transportation resources. In the model described
here, we associate one carrier with each available lii'. The technology for
each carrier is characterized by the cost function desciibed above. To achieve
a global movement of cargo, shippers obtain transportation services from
carriers in exchange for the necessary transportation resources.

Let Cjj denote the carrier that transports cargo from location i to lo-
cation j. Each carrier Ci, is connected to the auction for Gjj, its output
good, along with Go-its input in the production process. Shipper agents are
also connected to Go, as they are endowed with transportation resources to
exchange for transportation services. Figure 4 depicts the WALRAS market
structure when carriers are included in the economy.

In the case of a decreasing returns technology, the producer's (carrier's)
optimization problem has a unique solution. The optimal level of activity
maximizes revenues minus costs, which occurs at the point where the output
price equals marginal cost. Using this result, carriers submit supply bids

10Average-cost pricing is perhaps the most common mechanism for allocating costs of
a shared resource. Shenker [16] points out problems with this scheme-with respect to
both efficiency and strategic behavior-in the context of allocating access to congested
computer networks, a problem analogous to our transportation task.
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Figure 4: WALRAS market configuration for the example transportation net-
work in an economy with shippers and carriers.

specifying transportation services as a function of link prices (with resource
price fixed), and demand bids specifying required resources as a function of
input prices (for activity level computed with output price fixed).

For example, consider carrier C1,2. At output price P1,2 and input price
po, the carrier's profit is

P1,2Y - poc1,2(y),

where y is the level of service it chooses to supply. Given the cost function
above, this expression is maximized at y = (P1,2 - 2 0po)/ 2po. Taking po as
fixed, the carrier submits a supply bid with y a function of P1,2. On the
demand side, the carrier takes P1,2 as fixed and submits a demand bid for
enough good Go to produce y, where y is treated as a function of P0 .

With the revised configuration and agent behaviors described, WALRAS
derives the system equilibrium (SE), that is, the cargo allocation minimizing
overall transportation costs. The derived cargo movements are correct to
within 10% in 36 bidding cycles, and to 1% in 72, where in each cycle every
agent submits an average of one bid to one auction. The total cost (in
units of GO), its division between shippers' expenditures and carriers' profits,
and the equilibrium prices11 are presented in Table 1. Data for the UE

"lIAs a simple check on these prices, we can verify that P2,3 + P3,4 = P2,4 and

P2,3 + Pa, 1 = P2,1. Both these relationships must hold in equilibrium (assuming all links
have nonzero movements), else a shipper could reduce its cost by rerouting some cargo.
Indeed, for a simple (small and symmetric) example such as this, it is easy to derive the
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solution of the basic shipper model are included for comparison. That the
decentralized process produces a global optimum is perfectly consistent with
competitive behavior-the carriers price their outputs at marginal cost, and
the technologies are convex.

Table 1: Equilibria derived by WALRAS for the transportation example. TC,
MC, and AC stand for total, marginal, and average cost, respectively. TC =

shipper expense - carrier profit.

pricing TC exp. prof. P1,2 P2.1 P2.3 P2,4 P3,1 P3,4 P4,2

MC (SE) 1136 1514 378 40.0 35.7 22.1 35.7 13.6 13.6 40.0
AC (UE) 1143 1143 0 30.0 27.1 16.3 27.1 10.7 10.7 .0 0

The lesson from this exercise is that we can achieve qualitatively distinct
results by simple variations in the market configuration or agent policies.
From our designers' perspective, we prefer the configuration that leads to
the more transportation-efficient SE. Examination of Table 1 reveals that
we can achieve this result by allowing the carriers to earn nonzero profits
(economically speaking, these are really rents on the fixed factor represented
by the congested channel) and redistributing these profits to the shippers to
cover their increased expenditures.12

5.3 Arbitrageur Agents
The preceding results demonstrate that WALRAS can indeed implement a de-
centralized solution to the multicommodity flow problem. But the market
structure in Figure 4 is not as distributed as it might be, in that (1) all
agents are connected to Go, and (2) shippers need to know about all links
potentially serving their origin-destination pair. The first of these concerns

equilibrium analytically using global equations such as these. But as argued above, it
would be improper to exploit these relationships in the implementation of a truly dis-
tributed decision process.

"121n the model of general equilibrium with production, consumers own shares in the pro-
ducers' profits. This closes the loop so that all value is ultimately realized in consumption.
We can specify these shares as part of the initial configuration, just like the endowment.
In this example, we distribute the shares evenly between the two shippers.
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is easily remedied, is the choice of a single transportation resource good
was cuopletely arbitrary. For example, it would be straightforward to con-
sider some collection of resources (e.g., fuel, labor, vehicles), and endow each
shipper with only subsets of these.

The second concern can also be addressed within WALRAS. To do so,
we introduce yet another sort of producer agent. These new agents, called
arbitrageurs, act as specialized middlemen, monitoring isolated pieces of the
network for inefficiencies. An arbitrageur Aij,,, has two input goods, Gi,j
and Gj,,,, and a single output, Gi,,. Its production function simply specifies
that the amount of output is equal to the minimum of its two inputs. If
pij + Pj,k < pi,k, then its production is profitable. Its bidding policy in WAL-
RAS is to increment its level of activity at each iteration by an amount pro-
portional to its current profitability (or decrement proportional to the loss).
Such incremental behavior is necessary for all constant-returns producers in
WALRAS, as the profit maximization problem has no interior solution in the
linear case.

To incorporate arbitrageurs into the transportation market structure, we
first create new goods corresponding to the transitive closure of the trans-
portation network. In the example network, this leads to goods for every
location pair. Next, we add an arbitrageur Ai,,,k for every triple of locations
such that (1) i -- j is in the original network, and (2) there exists a path
from j to k that does not traverse location i. The revised market structure
for the running example is depicted in Figure 5, with new goods and agents
shaded. Some goods and agents that are inactive in the market solution have
been omitted from the diagram to avoid clutter.

Notice that in Figure 5 the connectivity of the shippers has been sig-
nificantly decreased, as the shippers now need be aware of only the good
directly serving their origin-destination pair. This dramatically simplifies
their bidding problem, as they can avoid all analysis of the price network.
The structure as a whole seems more distributed, as no agent is concerned
with more than three goods.

Despite the simplified shipper behavior, WALRAS still converges to the
SE, or optimal solution, in this configuration. Although the resulting alloca-
tion of resources is identical, a qualitative change in market structure here
corresponds to a qualitative change in the degree of decentralization.

In fact, the behavior of WALRAS on the market configuration with arbi-
trageurs is virtually identical to a standard distributed algorithm for multi-
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Figure 5: The revised WALRAS market configuration with arbitrageurs.

commodity flow (minimum delay on communication networks) due to Gal-
lager [17]. Gallager's algorithm provably converges to the optimal solution
as long as the iterative adjustment parameter is sufficiently small. Similarly,
convergence in WALRAS for this model requires that the arbitrageurs do not
adjust their activity levels too quickly in response to profit opportunities or
loss situations.
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6 (Some of the) Limitations

One serious limitation of WALRAS is the assumption that agents act com-
petitively. There are two approaches toward alleviating this restriction in a
computational economy. First, we could simply adopt models of imperfect
competition, perhaps based on specific forms of imperfection (e.g., spatial
monopolistic competition) or on general game-theoretic models. Second,
as architects we can configure the markets to promote competitive behav-
ior. For example, decreasing the agent's grain size and enabling free entry
of agents should enhance the degree of competition. Perhaps most inter-
estingly, by controlling the agents' knowledge of the market structure (via
standard information-encapsulation techniques), we can degrade their ability
to exploit whatever market power they possess. Uncertainty has been shown
to increase competitiveness among risk-averse agents in some formal bidding
models [18j, and in a computational environment we have substantial control
over this uncertainty.

The existence of competitive equilibria and efficient market allocations
also depends critically on the assumption of nonincreasing returns to scale.
Although congestion is a real factor in transportation networks, for many
modes of transport there are often other economies of scale and density that
may lead to returns tnat are increasing overall [19].

Having cast WALRAS as a general environment for distributed planning,
it is natural to ask how universal "market-oriented programming" is as a
computational paradigm. We can characterize the computational power of
this model easily enough, by correspondence to the class of convex program-
ming problems represented by economies satisfying the classical conditions.
However, the more interesting issue is how well the conceptual framework of
market equilibrium corresponds to the salient features of distributed plan-
ning problems. Although it is too early to make a definitive assertion about
this, it seems clear that many planning tasks are fundamentally problems in
resource allocation, and that the units of distribution often correspond well
with units of agency. Economics has been the most prominent (and arguably
the most successful) approach to modeling resource allocation with decen-
tralized decision making, and it is reasonable to suppose that the concepts
economists find useful in the social context will prove similarly useful in our
analogous computational context. Of course, just as economics is not ideal
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for analyzing all aspects of social interaction, we should expect that many is-
sues in the organization of distributed planning will not be well accounted-for
in this framework.

Finally, the transportation network model presented here is a highly sim-
plified version of the actual planning problem for this domain. A more real-
istic treatment would cover multiple commodity types, discrete movements,
temporal extent, hierarchical network structure, and other critical features
of the problem. Some of these may be captured by incremental extensions
to the simple model, perhaps applying elaborations developed by the trans-
portation science community."1

"1aFor example, many transportation models (including Harker's more elaborate formu-
lation [19]) allow for variable supply and demand of the commodities a&0 more complex
shipper-carrier relationships. Concepts of spatial price equilibrium, based on markets for
commodities in each location, seem to offer the most direct approach toward extending
the transportation model within WALRAS.
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7 Related Work

The techniques and models described here obviously build on much work in
economics, transportation science, and operations research. The intended re-
search contribution here is not to these fields, but rather in their application
to the construction of a computational framework for decentralizcd decision
making in general and ultimately to distributed transportation planning in
particular. Although the most elaborate WALRAS model is essentially equiv-
alent to existing algorithms for distributed multicommodity flow, the market
framework offers an approach toward extensions beyond the strict scope of
this particular optimization problem.

The basic idea of applying economic mechanisms to coordinate distributed
problem solving is not new to the Al community. Starting with the contract
net [20], many have found the metaphor of markets appealing, and have built
systems organized around markets or market-like mechanisms [211. Miller
and Drexler [221 have examined this approach in depth, presenting some un-
derlying rationale and addressing specific issues salient in a computational
environment. Waldspurger et a]. [231 investigated the concepts further by ac-
tually implementing market mechanisms to allocate computational resources
in a distributed operating system. For further remarks on this line of work,
see [24].

Recently, Kuwabara and Ishida [25] have experimented with demand ad-
justment metLods for a task very similar to the multicommodity flow problem
considered here. Although they do not cast their system in a competitive-
equilibrium framework, the results are congruent with those obtained by
WALRAS.

WALRAS is distinct from these prior efforts in two primary respects. First,
it is constructed expressly in terms of concepts from general equilibrium
theory, to promote mathematical analysis of the system and facilitate the
application of economic principles to architectural design. Second, WALRAS

is designed to serve as a general programming environment for implementing
computational economies. Although not developed specifically to allocate
computational resources, there is no reason these could not be included in
market structures configured for particular application domains. Indeed, the
idea of grounding measures of the value of computation in real-world values
(e.g., cargo movements) follows naturally from the general-equilibrium view
of interconnected markets, and is one of the more exciting prospects for future
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applications of WALRAS to distributed problem-solving.
Organizational theorists have studied markets as mechanisms for coordi-

nating activities and allocating resources within firms. For example, Mal-
one [261 models information requirements, flexibility and other performance
characteristics of a variety of market and non-market structures. In his ter-
minology, WALRAS implements a centralized market, where the allocation of
each good is mediated by an auction. Using such models, we can determine
whether this gross form of organization is advantageous, given information
about the cost of communication, the flexibility of individual modules, and
other related features. In this paper, we examine in greater detail the co-
ordination process in computational markets, elaborating on the criteria for
designing decentralized allocation mechanisms. We take the distributivity
constraint as exogenously imposed; when the constraint is relaxable, both
organizational and economic analysis illuminate the tradeoffs underlying the
mechanism design problem.

Finally, market-oriented programming shares with Shoham's [27] agent-
oriented programming the view that distributed problem-solving modules
are best designed and undtrstood as rational agents. The two approaches
support different agent operations (transactions versus speech acts), adopt
different rationality criteria, and emphasize different agent descriptors, but
are ultimately aimed at achieving the same goal of specifying complex be-
havior in terms of agent concepts (e.g., belief, desire, capability) and social
organizations. Combining individual rationality with laws of social interac-
tion provides perhaps the most natural approach to generalizing Newell's [28]
"knowledge level analysis" idea to distributed computation.
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8 Conclusion

In summary, WALRAS represents a general approach to the construction and
analysis of distributed planning systems, based on general equilibrium theory
and competitive mechanisms. The approach works by deriving the compet-
itive equilibrium corresponding to a particular configuration of agents and
commodities, specified using WALRAS's basic constructs for defining compu-
tational market structures. In a particular realization of this approach for a
simplified form of distributed transportation planning, we see that qualitative
differences in economic structure (e.g., cost-sharing among shippers versus
ownership of shared resources by profit-maximizing carriers) correspond to
qualitatively distinct behaviors (user versus system equilibrium). This ex-
ercise demonstrates that careful design of the distributed decision structure
according to economic principles can sometimes lead to effective decentral-
ization, and that the behaviors of alternative systems can be meaningfully
analyzed in economic terms.
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